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Wine tar Aard 2023: Wine nthuiat ha elected Ca’
del oco a uropean Winer of the Year

BY REDAZIONE | 11•09•2023

  

Ca’ del Bosco continues to push the boundaries of Italian winemaking and wins
a new prestigious award. The influential American magazine Wine Enthusiast
has elected Ca’ del Bosco as European Winery of the Year 2023. The award will
be presented in Miami in February 2024 at the Wine Star Awards gala
ceremony. The award adds to a year that has seen the achievement of many
goals including the completion of the winery and vineyard heritage.

After 52 vintage, Ca’ del oco can finall ho

itelf ith it final “face“, the one that a once

onl dreamed of and then, over the ear, took

hape. A long journe that egan in 1968, hen

the firt vineard a planted, and that toda i

revealed in it completene, marking a hitoric
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miletone for the iner. 

Today, with a vineyard estate of more than 280 hectares spread over 11 of
Franciacorta’s 19 communes, Ca’ del Bosco has almost reached its goal of
vineyard area under pre-established conduction. A dream if you think that only
in the 1970s-80s the hectares under conduction were 13. A very important
milestone that makes Ca’ del Bosco the custodian of an important portion of
territory, strictly conducted following the protocol of certified organic
viticulture to protect the soils and the organisms that live in them.

A work of many years that also involved the spaces in the cellar, redefined to
better enhance the winemaking and aging of the wines and celebrate them in
a series of evocative spaces, with a scenography that allows visitors to
stimulate and explore their senses.

An important project born from the will of the Members of Ca’ del Bosco, the
Marzotto and Zanella Families, who have always been convinced of the
potential of the territory, to be enhanced and expressed in excellence in their
wines.

“I am honored  thi pretigiou aard, hich

come at an hitoric moment that mark a turning

point for u: e have reached here – over fift

ear ago -e et our ight in term of ize oth in

the vineard and in the iner, no e have to

ork teadil to continue to deerve hat e

have achieved  ala aiming for qualitative

excellence,” aid Maurizio Zanella, founder and

preident of Ca’ del oco.

About Ca’ del Bosco
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Gestisci il consenso

Ca’ del oco, a pioneering vintner and inemaker

ince the earl 1970, i one of toda’ leading

producer of Franciacorta ine. A tanding

reached thank to enthuiam, paion,

experimentation and hard ork – tarted 

Maurizio Zanella and continued ith the entr of

the Marzotto famil in 1994 – hich tranformed

a cottage urrounded  chetnut ood into one

of the mot modern and advanced inerie.

At Ca’ del Bosco, a single objective determines and defines production, from
selection in the vineyard to bottling. Quality of the highest level, better known
as excellence.

Ca’ del Bosco makes its dream come true with the completion of
its vineyard assets and the winery
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